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The Dot
This is exactly the same as the first part of ,the
vertical strokã previously practiced. The brush is

lowered at an angle "i"ópt.*imately 
45" onto the

paper, then movei ã;Ã;"rd, broúght to a halt'

and removed after ù;.ng;",uáed to-the center of

the dot. I
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For the horizontal and vertical lines (#2 & 3), see pages 20-22.

The Tail
This important shape results f-rom the brush's re-

;åäå1ú;p*urd.'ih" ttiut'gular spike is made bv

Itfrttrsii?T;;h off the papãr-as-it moves ttp t!"
o.ä"ltã í,"t finally, at theind.of the stroke' onlv

ih"';"ry iip "f the úristles are in contact with the

paper.
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The Sword Blade

Here the brush moves upward at an angle from left

to right, comes to a stoþ, veers up the page to- the

t"ni und g.ud.rally lifts off the paper to produce
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The Inverse Sword Blade

This stroke begins in the same way as the previous

stroke, but moves downward to the left, giving the

same long sword-blade effect as before, but at a dif-
ferent angle.
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The Dragon's Claw
This is simply a shortened version of the prewious

stroke, the sãme movements being executed in a

shorter time and space.
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The Spatula
Here the brush is brought slowly down from top left

to bottom right. As you lightly apply. pressure to

the brush, m"ore of the bristles come into contact

with the paper and the stroke thickens' After a-

pu,rr". thË Ë*th is lifted slowly from the pap€r

while moving away and slightly upward and to the

right.
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Writing Ei
Anyone dealing with these eight techniques' !:ttl:
.,"io. otherwise, is dealing with the core of .tne
calligrapher's art. Simple as they are, even a llttre

"*p"îi".,." 
shows,h;i;:"*plexities,.the difficulty in

leárning to write tt"* *"11. 4fd "well".T:i::
regularf and consistently well' The range of Possr-

ble variants becomes clear as soon as the brush

touches the paper, ìr"* ttt" moment one is forced

to control the brush's movements to produce the

desired effect. Wh;i;; happens' {9 no¡-belo-me

frustrated o, air.äîtue"ã !v ryti?l difficulties:

There is nothing ii'tü"3*"ffy"diffitttlt in the eight

strokes themselves;;;d 'h"i 
will.soon bend more

easily to ¡rour *irr å'îä-i;;* to handle the brush'

Your progress depends a good'deal on eliminating

i"r"*å".ie in thã form of frustration' annoyance'

;;;';l;;;".1ion' The lines themselves are the very

ä"* ;¡ simplicity. What is difficult is the atten-

tion and concentraíion required to practice them.

When you begin 1ã f""i fairly comfortable with

r";;;;h u"¿ättt"t "q"ip*""t' 
and have gained

í;iü;it' ;;,h ih" eiihi baslc. techniques (five

strokes), begin to praclice the- character ei in its

ã"rlt",l. Wh"en pruåiti"g this character' and oth-ers

il;li yo,, wili finã, at"least in the beginning- that

using a singlu sheet of paper for each character' anq

illdl" ..rit"ti.g that cfraracter' will bring better

;";;lå than squãezing in several small characters on

one sheet.
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THE FIVE STROKES FOR EI iN PROPER ORDER

1: Dot.
i, Horizontal and vertical legs'

3: Sword blade and inverse sword blaoe

4: Dragon's claw.
5: Spatula.
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